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Abstract: Measurement of the appearance of an object consists of a group of measurements to characterize the color
and surface finish of the object. This group of measurements involves the spectral energy distribution of
propagated light measured in terms of reflectance and transmittance, and the spatial energy distribution
of that light measured in terms of the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). In this article
we present the virtual gonio-spectrophotometer, a device that measures flux (power) as a function of illu-
mination and observation. Virtual gonio-spectrophotometer measurements allow the determination of the
scattering profile of specimens that can be used to verify the physical characteristics of the computer model
used to simulate the scattering profile. Among the characteristics that we verify is the energy conservation
of the computer model. A virtual gonio-spectrophotometer is utilized to find the correspondence between
industrial measurements obtained from gloss meters and the parameters of a computer reflectance model.
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1. Introduction

The appearance of an object is determined by how the ob-ject’s surface scatters incident light. Surfaces in generalscatter incident light in different directions dependent onthe angles of incidence. Gonio-spectrophotometers havebeen introduced to measure surface properties [1] by mea-suring the spectral distribution of reflected radiant poweras a function of angles of illumination and observation.
∗presented at the 7th International Conference on Solid State Surfacesand Interfaces, November 22-25, 2010, Smolenice, Slovakia
†E-mail: mihalik@sccg.sk (Corresponding author)
‡E-mail: roman.durikovic@fmph.uniba.sk

These devices consist of a light source aperture and a de-tector aperture. The apertures are oriented in a variety ofdirections to perform comprehensive measurements.Several empirical models that describe reflection off a sur-face exist. An example is the empirical Wards’s model [2],that uses a combination of functions capturing the reflec-tion attributes such as the diffuse reflectance in all di-rections or the concentration of light scattering in a di-rection near the specular direction for glossy materials.Besides empirical models, another class of BRDF mod-els exists. These models, for example the Cook-Torrancemodel [3], apply basic principles of physics to the surfacemicroscopic structure.Manufacturers in industry often need to characterize theappearance of their products (e.g. paint finish). Because
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of the complexity of full BRDF acquisition, it is more rea-sonable to rely on simple measurements. One of the pro-posed means for reflection evaluation of internal buildingmaterials by the empirical method of qualitative appre-ciation is described in [4]. To measure the appearanceattributes in industry, industrial spot measurement de-vices such as colorimeters and glossmeters has been de-veloped [5]. Glossmeters are built according to industrialstandards ISO 2813 [6] or ASTM D523 [7] that define thegeometry of the specular gloss measurement including theincidence angles of light and the optics [8]. Gloss is theappearance attribute of surfaces that causes them to haveand appearance from shiny to matte. We can measuregloss by focusing on the light reflected off the surfacerather than focusing on the surface. Perception of glossis influenced by physiological and psychological aspectsof human vision. Psychophysically-based models of sur-face gloss have been proposed based on multi-dimensionalscaling algorithms and the subjective evaluation of the im-ages [9, 10].Our goal is to design and implement a methodology de-voted to the virtual measurement of gloss and spectralreflectance on samples represented by BRDF. Industryuses real measurements performed by industrial deviceson real material samples. During the course of this workwe consider measurements on virtual samples with thepaint surface represented by abstract BRDF. The mea-surements on virtual samples can be compared with actualmeasurements on real samples and then the precision ofvirtual representation based on BRDF can be evaluated.The simulation of the light reflection enables us also topredict the appearance parameters of samples to designdesired appearance [11].A virtual gonio-spectrophotometer can also be used to findcorrespondence between the parameters of a designed re-flectance model and industrial measurement scale for thealbedo and gloss used by glossmeters and colorimeters.The correspondence can be found by several standardizedmeasurements using a virtual gonio-spectrophotometer onmultiple virtual samples.The appearance of virtual samples is usually representedby an analytical reflectance model with multiple control-ling parameters. An analytical reflectance model definesthe scattering profile at a single point. Unfortunately, realmeasurement devices are unable to produce single rays orperform measurements at single points of the sample, butrather they perform the measurement on a small spot us-ing a beam of rays. Therefore an integration over certainareas, with dimensions defined in industrial standards, isrequired [12].A virtual gonio-spectrophotometer consists of a standardlight source and luminous flux sensor (standard observer).

Sample appearance is represented as a BRDF. The areaand the location of the light source and the standard ob-server are adjustable with respect to the sample surface.These settings allow us to simulate several measurementdevices and to set up the different standards. Numericalcalculation of the luminous flux is done by splitting thelight source and detector aperture into small finite areasamples.The first part of this paper is devoted to the definition ofthe virtual gonio-spectrophotometer. We also introducethe mathematical principles of light-surface interactionused in our concept of the virtual material reflectance mea-surements. In the second part we describe methodology ofvirtual gloss measurement (Section 3.1) and present uti-lization of our virtual device to perform standardized glossmeasurements. We introduce requirements needed to ful-fill standards that prescribe gloss measurements. The re-sults and the discussion are the subjects of the last partof this paper.
2. Materials and methods

When incident light hits a perfectly polished surface, theincident ray is redirected into its mirror image, althougha certain amount of incident light may be transmitted intothe material volume. Due to material composition andsurface roughness, light may be scattered in multiple di-rections. Scattered light that leaves the surface in eachdirection is typically modeled with Lambertian reflectance(with color considered constant with respect to the view-ing angle) [13]. However, goniochromatic materials suchas metallic and pearlescent paints change color with view-ing angle. Glossy materials exhibit more light reflected inthe mirror (specular) direction then in other (off-specular)directions. In the following sections we will focus mostlyon glossy materials.To measure surface reflectance due to incident light independence of incident angle, a gonio-spectrophotometercan be utilized. A gonio-spectrophotometer is defined asan instrument that measures spectral power as a functionof illumination and observation. The light flux incidenton a material surface comes from the light source aper-ture. The light viewed by the detector is delimited by itsaperture. Both the direction of illumination Θi = (θi, φi)and viewing direction Θr = (θr , φr), in spherical coordi-nates where θ is inclination and φ is azimuth, can varyindependently within the hemisphere above the materialsample. The hemisphere is subdivided into small patchesto obtain discretized apertures. A patch belongs to thesource or detector aperture (see Figure 1) if its positionis close, within adjustable tolerance which represents di-
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mensions of apertures, to the direction of the illuminationΘi or observation Θr , respectively. In the following text,patches belonging to the source aperture are indexed as
ik and those belonging to detector aperture are indexedas rl.Total flux reflected from the sample surface is computedby the sum of incident flux coming from the source aper-

ture given by the source aperture patches in the directionΘik = (θik , φik ), reflected toward the detector aperturepatches in the direction Θrl = (θrl , φrl ). Thus, total fluxcaptured by the detector aperture is computed bynumeri-cal the integration over the source and detector patches,summing up the energy coming from each patch ik re-flected toward each patch rl.

Figure 1. Geometry set-up and hemisphere representation. Left: Device geometry setting of the position and angles of a source and detector.
Center: Special subdivision of a source and detector over the hemisphere. Right: Geometry of incident angles relative to the sampled
angles.

The proposed virtual gonio-spectrophotometer requirestwo inputs, a description of the spectrum of the illuminantand a description of the reflectance of the virtual surfaceby using the BRDF.
2.1. Standard illuminant
Light sources are described by their spectral power distri-
bution (SPD). The SPD is a representation of the radiantpower emitted by a light source as a function of wave-length.The International Commission on Illumination (CIE) hasdefined a set of standard illuminants to be used for col-orimetry [8]. Illuminant D65 represents noon daylight witha correlated color temperature of approximately 6500 K.In the Figure 6, the red curve represents relative SPDof the standard illuminant D65 normalized about 560 nmsampled at 5 nm intervals used in our implementation.
2.2. Bidirectional reflectance distribution
function
To measure radiant flux reflected off the surface we needa description of how surface reflects the light in de-pendence of the angle of the illumination. Such dis-tribution could be ensured by BRDF particularly Cook-Torrance and Ward BRDF models. Proposed virtualgonio-spectrophotometer can also perform measurements

using table instead of analytical function where data fromreal gonio-spectrophotometer are depicted.BRDF describes how incident light energy is distributedby a material with respect to position, direction, and wave-length. BRDF is based on the radiant flux redirected bythe surface from the source toward the detector. The radi-ant flux Φ is defined as the energy ∆Q transferred throughsome time period ∆t:
Φ = ∆Q∆t . (1)

The average flux leaving per unit area, or radiant exitance
M , is the total flux leaving divided by surface area A, or

M = Φ
A . (2)

The radiant energy per unit time and area arriving at asurface is called the irradiance E . It is defined in the samemanner as M , with the only difference being whether theradiant energy is approaching or leaving the surface.To include directional effects, we should consider how thepoint of view affects perception of an area. When viewingdirection is perpendicular to a patch, then the perceivedarea of this patch is greater than the perceived area ofa patch viewed at a more glancing angle; see Figure 2.Such projection is achieved by multiplication of the areaby cosθ.
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Figure 2. The apparent size of surface A is larger when it is pro-
jected in the direction of its surface normal, than when it
is projected in a direction at an angle θ to the normal.

The radiance L at point x in a particular direction Θ =(θ, φ) is defined as the radiant flux per unit solid angle andunit area projected in a direction at an angle θ. θ ∈ (0, π2 )is the angle between the surface normal and direction Θ.Therefore, the radiance L is givem by:
L(x,Θ) = ddΦ(x,Θ)cosθ dA dω . (3)

The term ddΦ(x,Θ) in the above formula is the fragmentof radiant flux emitted by the fragment of surface area dAat surface coordinates x and exiting the unit hemispherethrough solid angle dω.To express radiance as a function of wavelength, we con-sider the quantity at a value of λ within a small band ofwavelengths between λ and λ+ dλ. By associating a dλwith each value, we can integrate spectral values over thewhole spectrum. We express the spectral radiance as:
L(λ, x,Θ) = dddΦ(λ, x,Θ)cosθ dA dω dλ , (4)

where dddΦ(λ, x,Θ) is the fragment of radiant flux
ddΦ(λ, x,Θ) that is within a band of wavelengths between
λ and λ+ dλ.To describe how a surface reflects light, we consider lightincident on the surface at x with radiance L(λ, x ← Θi)within a differential solid angle dωi given by directionΘi. The irradiance dEi on the surface that will be eitherabsorbed or redirected is:

dEi(λ, x← Θi) = L(λ, x← Θi) cosθ dωi. (5)
The cosθi term appears because the radiance L measuresenergy per unit area dA in the direction of travel Θi, andthat direction projected onto the orientation of the surface

we are considering is cosθi dA. The dωi term enters inbecause we want to know the effect of energy coming froma single direction representing a differential section of allthe possible directions above the surface. The effect of amaterial reflecting light is then given by a function that isthe ratio of the radiance reflected in a particular directionΘr = (θr , φr) as a result of the total incident flux perunit area from another direction Θi = (θi, φi) as shownin Figure 3. This ratio is referred to as the BRDF. It isdefined by fr :
fr(λ,Θi → Θr) = dLr(λ, x→ Θr)

dEi(λ, x← Θi) . (6)

Figure 3. Flux of the light entering a unit sphere through the differ-
ential solid angle dωi given by direction Θi and reflected
from the area dA through the differential solid angle dωr
given by direction Θr .

Note that fragment of the flux emerging in the numeratorof fr is the fragment of the flux of light with wavelengthband between λ and λ + dλ that enters the unit spherethrough dωi and is reflected from dA and leaves the unitsphere through dωr . The denominator is the emerged fluxof light with wavelength band between λ and λ+ dλ thatenters the unit sphere through dωi and is just incidentwith dA.
2.3. Fresnel reflection
The Fresnel equations [14] describe the amount of lighttransmitted and reflected at a perfectly smooth surface be-tween two media. For parallel polarized light (p-polarized,electric field oscillating in the plane of incidence) the re-flection coefficient is defined as:

r = n2 cosθi − n1 cosθt
n2 cosθi + n1 cosθt . (7)

For perpendicular polarized light (s-polarized, electricfield perpendicular to plane of incidence) it is:
r⊥ = n1 cosθi − n2 cosθt

n1 cosθi + n2 cosθt . (8)
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Here θi and θt are the angles between the surface normaland the directions of the incident and transmitted beams,and n1 and n2 are the indices of refraction of the mediaon the incident and transmitted side of the surface. Forunpolarized light the fraction of light that is reflected is
Fr = r2 + r2

⊥2 . (9)
Real materials are not perfect insulators, therefore, theirindex of refraction is defined in complex form n̂ = n+ ik ,where n is the refractive index indicating the phase veloc-ity and the extinction coefficient k indicates the amountof absorption loss when the electromagnetic wave prop-agates through the material. Both n and k depend onthe wavelength. An example of such a material is copper.The copper refractive index is later used in calculation ofFresnel reflection (Equation (10)) to evaluate the glossappearance of virtual sample made of copper.We incorporated Fresnel reflection into our computationsin the following form with u = cosθi:
Fr(u) = 12 (a− u)2 + b2(a+ u)2 + b2

( (a+ u− 1
u )2 + b2(a− u+ 1
u )2 + b2 + 1) ,

(10)where k is the extinction coefficient, n is the refractiveindex indicating the phase velocity and
a2 =12(√(n2 − k2 + u2 − 1)2 + 4n2k2

+ (n2 − k2 + u2 − 1)),
b2 =12(√(n2 − k2 + u2 − 1)2 + 4n2k2

− (n2 − k2 + u2 − 1)).
2.4. Cook-Torrance reflectance model
The Cook-Torrance model [3] is a physically-based micro-facet model that is focused on specular reflection. Thismodel treats surface as a collection of microscopic facets.The macroscopic optical properties of a surface are thenanalytically derived from properties of individual facetsand statistical distributions of such properties.Although, the surface has a normal N, at a microscopiclevel the surface has height variations that result in manydifferent surface orientations at a detailed level. At aperfectly flat surface a viewer is able to see a light sourceat the point where the halfway vector H is in the directionof an average surface normal N. The halfway vector H is abisector of the angle between the direction of illuminationΘi ≡ L and the viewer direction Θr ≡ V, see Figure 4.

Figure 4. The geometry of reflection showing the angle θi between
the surface normal N and the direction of illuminationΘi ≡ L.

Rather than explicitly model small geometric features,general reflectance functions use statistical models. Sta-tistical models are used because the variation in surfaceheight is assumed to be irregular and random. A sta-tistical model for surfaces in reflectance models generallytakes the form of giving the distribution of facets that havea particular slope. The facet slope distribution function Drepresents the facets that are oriented in the direction H.The formula is:
D = ce−

θ2
h
m2 , (11)where θh is the angle between surface and facet normal(see Figure 4), c is an arbitrary scaling factor and m is theroot mean square slope of microfacets parameterizing thesurface’s roughness. Smaller values of m produce morespecular appearance.Assuming a V-grooved surface (Figure 5), we need to ac-count for self shadowing and masking. The geometric at-tenuation factor G models the geometric effects of inter-reflection, masking and shadowing between microfacetsthat occur at larger angles of incidence or reflection. It isdefined by the formula:

G = min{1, 2(H ·N)(V ·N)
H · V , 2(H ·N)(L ·N)

H · V

}
. (12)

The combination of the diffuse and specular componentsof the Cook-Torrance model can be written as:
fr(Θi → Θr) = kd

π + ks
FrDG

π cosθi cosθr , (13)
where kd + ks 6 1, θr is the angle between N and V,and Fr is theFresnel term given by Equation (10), where
u = L · H. We assume mirrorlike microfacets which arereflecting the light from a source to the viewer directionjust in constellation where H is the microfacet’s normal.
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Figure 5. Microfacet geometry. Upper row: Surface composed of
microfacets with average normal N. Bottom row: Interac-
tion between microfacets, from left to right: interreflection,
masking, shadowing.

2.5. Ward reflectance model
Ward’s model [2] is an empirical shading model. It uses anexponential function parameterized by an average slopeof the microscopic surface roughness. The Ward model interms of BRDF as a sum of specular and diffuse compo-nents is:

fr(Θi → Θr) = ρd
π + ρs

1√cosθi cosθr e
− tan2 θh

σ24πσ 2 , (14)

where θh is the angle between N and H, see Figure 4.The parameters ρd and ρs are spectral reflectance factorsthat control the color of the diffuse and specular reflection.The value of σ represents the standard deviation of themicrofacet slope which models surface roughness. Smallvalues of σ (i.e., less that 0.1) model a very nearly smoothsurface.
2.6. Numerical hemispherical integration

The proposed virtual gonio-spectrophotometer consists ofa light source and detector aperture. To perform the inte-gration over these apertures, we project them onto a unithemisphere. Then we subdivide the hemisphere into smallpatches (see Figure 1). Each patch area of the hemisphereserves us as a solid angle. Particular radiant flux is com-ing through all source patches ∆ωik that are incident withthe surface. For each detector patch ∆ωrl , the contribu-tion of reflected flux to this patch is computed. This leadsto double summation, over the source and over the de-tector aperture. The amount of energy reflected from thesource to the detector is determined by the BRDF. To-tal flux reflected from the sample patch at a surface area
dA reaching detector aperture is then computed by thefollowing formula:

Φsample = dA
∑
k

L(x← Θik ) cos(θik )∆ωik ∑
l

fr(x,Θik ← Θrl ) cos(θrl )∆ωrl , (15)

where dA is an area of a patch at the surface. ∆ω isan area of the particular patch on the hemisphere. Index
i refers to the source patches and index r refers to thedetector patches. Θ is the direction from surface patch tothe particular patch on the hemisphere and θ is the anglebetween the surface normal and that direction, see Fig-ure 1. Function fr is the BRDF and L is incident radiance(see Equation (4)), where fragment of the radiant flux Φ isdetermined by the spectral energy of the light source.
Real measurement devices such as glossmeters cannotmeasure light reflection at a single point of the sample, butrather they measure reflection in a small region. Inhomo-geneous surfaces such as metallic or pearlescent varnisheshave varying fr at each surface point. This can happen of-ten when there is a drawing on the surface, for example.It is therefore necessary to divide the sample into smallerparts and make a calculation on each part.

3. Results and discussion
In this section we present results and describe computa-tions used in our experiments to perform gloss measure-ments of virtual samples represented by the analyticalreflectance models. These computations are derived fromthe standard gloss measurements prescribed by industrialstandards. To perform standardized gloss measurementswe utilized our virtual gonio-spectrophotometer principle.
3.1. Methodology of virtual gloss measure-
ment

Industrial gloss measurements satisfy standards such asISO 2813 or ASTM D523. Measurements are measuredin gloss units [15] which describe the amount of reflectedlight related to the amount of reflected light from a blackglass standard with refractive index of 1.567. Those stan-
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dards usually prescribe the measurement to be taken atangles 20°, 60° and 85° to the surface normal (both direc-tions to the light source and detector are in the same planewith the surface normal; angles in the Figure 1 are setto θi = θr ∈ {20°, 60°, 85°}), because these degrees of

specular gloss measurements offer numerical values whichare roughly linearly correlated over a range of values toperceived gloss of high-gloss, medium-gloss and low-glosssurfaces, respectively [16]. These standards also prescribesize of source and detector apertures; see Table 1.

Angle of gloss measurement Aperture size (in degrees)Source Detector20° 0.75× 2.5 1.8× 3.660° 0.75× 2.5 4.4× 11.785° 0.75× 2.5 4.0× 6.0
Table 1. Left: Angular aperture sizes defined from the measured spot and the angles of the gloss measurement. Right: Sizes explanation.

To compute gloss values, we first perform computation ofradiant flux Φsample using Equation (15) with fr of the mea-sured material. A patch of the hemisphere belongs to asource or detector aperture if the angle between directionof the measurement and direction to this patch (from thesample center, see Figure 1) is within the angle speci-fied in the Table 1. The flux reflected off the black glassstandard is computed by the following formula:
Φstandard = dA

∑
k

L(x← Θik ) cos(θik )∆ωikFr(cosθik ),(16)where Fr is the Fresnel term (see Equation (10)) with
n = 1.567 and k = 0. Equation (16) is derived fromEquation (15) by incorporating fr of the black glass stan-dard. Gloss units [12] are then computed by

GU = 100 ΦsampleΦstandard
. (17)

This formula calculates the gloss value at one specificwavelength (589.26 nm). We utilized our virtual gonio-spectrophotometer to perform these computations. To rep-resent the virtual samples’s fr , we have chosen Cook-Torrance’s and Ward’s analytical reflectance models. Thenour virtual gloss measurement was used to find the corre-spondence between analytical reflectance models and realsamples.
3.2. Real measurements
We measured real samples using the real industrial gloss-meter (see first three columns of Table 2). We have

found the parameters of analytical reflectance model cor-responding to the real samples empirically for Cook-Torance’s and Ward’s model, see Table 2. Then we eval-uated and adjusted the representation by comparing realgloss measurements with the virtual ones showing as rootmean square error. We performed gloss measurements ofseveral automotive car paints, a metal sample and polishedglass. We measured gloss units (GU) of small samples (seeTable 2) using the portable Konica MULTI GLOSS268device. Measurements were performed in a dark room byapplying the device onto the flat surface of the small ma-terial sample.
3.3. Virtual measurements

As an example of using our virtual gonio-spectrophotometer, we have calculated the spectralreflectance of a virtual copper sample. The resultingspectrum is depicted in Figure 6. In this experiment wehave used the Cook-Torrance model (see Equation (13)),where the root mean square slope of microfacet orienta-tions is m = 0.84 and c = 5.3 (see Equation (11)), andthe index of refraction was used as shown in Figure 6.The result was calculated using Equation (15) as theradiant flux reflected off the surface in the direction of60° (θs = θd = 60°; directions to the center of bothapertures and the surface normal are in the same plane)to the surface normal as a function of the wavelength.The reflected radiant flux is relative to the spectral powerof the standard illuminant D65 that serves us as lightsource, determining the incident radiance (specificallyradiant flux in Equation (4)).
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Table 2. Real and virtual gloss measurements with parameters of reflectance models.

real measurements virtual measurementsCook-Torrance Ward[GU] [GU] RMSE parameter [GU] RMSE parameter20° 60° 85° 20° 60° 85° c m n k 20° 60° 85° σpolished glass 59.4 73.7 96.9 59.0 74.5 93.6 1.974 595.0 0.021 1.41 0 9.0 75.1 2.2 61.942 0.110
KKX Rouge Tiziano 0.9 9.6 49.0 0.2 10.5 49.5 0.719 21.5 0.600 1.32 0 1.0 9.6 0.7 27.886 0.332
EZRC Gris Aluminum 4.6 10.6 62.0 0.3 12.6 61.8 2.741 24.9 2.400 1.34 0 1.1 10.6 0.8 35.392 0.316
polished copper 122.0 248.0 112.0 21.7 248.3 20.0 78.579 63.5 0.065 0.65 2.81 62.2 203.6 0.5 77.416 0.0416
unpolished copper 6.6 30.6 43.5 2.0 36.8 20.1 14.226 5.3 0.84 0.65 2.81 3.3 30.6 1.5 24.323 0.182

Figure 6. Left: Spectral reflectance of the copper represented by Cook-Torrance’s BRDF measured under 60°to the surface normal. Blue curve
represents reflected flux (as the function of wavelength) off the sample relative to spectral power of standard illuminant D65 (red curve).
Right: Complex refractive index of the copper as a function of wavelength. The index n is depicted in the upper right chart, the index k
in the lower right chart.

Our virtual gonio-spectrophotometer was utilized to per-form gloss measurements to find the correspondence be-tween real samples and analytical fr such as Cook-Torrance’s or Ward’s. Gloss measurements of the real sam-ples using the portable glossmeter device have been per-formed. We have measured polished glass, two automotivepaints and two copper samples, see Table 2. The pearles-cent and metallic automotive paint samples, red paint KKX
Rouge Tiziano and aluminum paint sample EZRC Gris
Aluminum, included the effect pigments and large alu-

minum sparkles, respectively. The copper samples wereunpolished and polished copper surfaces. For each samplewe have estimated the parameters of the Cook-Torrance’sand Ward’s models that approximate the particular sam-ple. The parameters used in the Cook-Torrance model arethe scaling factor c, root mean square slope of microfacets
m that determines surface roughness, and refractive index
n̂. The extinction coefficient k = 0 has been used assuggested in [3], except in the case of the copper wherewe have used k = 2.809 (value of k at 589.26 nm [6]).
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Similarly parameter σ of Ward’s model determines sur-face roughness. We have used only the specular com-ponent of reflectance models because all samples exhibitshiny appearance and we aim mainly for gloss measure-ments. Once we had determined the function fr we com-puted gloss units through Equation (17) using our virtualgonio-spectrophotometer. Results of our measurementsare shown in Table 2. We can compare real and virtualmeasurements in the table and conclude plausibility ofthe models used. Table 2 shows root mean square error(RMSE) as a result of comparison of virtual measurementsusing reflectance models with real measurements. Fromour measurements we can see that Ward’s BRDF producessmall low-gloss values (measured under 85°) and there-fore is not a very plausible model to approximate surfaceBRDF based on standard gloss measurements.Let us discuss the parameters of the Cook-Torrance an-alytical reflectance model. The root mean square slopeparameter m of the distributed sparkles for polished glass
m ≈ 0, because there are no sparkles at all. For an affectred paint KKX Rouge Tiziano, the value m is still lessthen 1 because there are many small sparkles, while inaluminum paint sample EZRC Gris Aluminum the param-eter m is larger due to large size of aluminum sparkles.The Cook-Torrance representation for polished glass has avery narrow and long specular lobe that is apparent from
c = 595. This model worked well for metallic paints withsmall aluminum sparkles (1 µm – 5 µm). We can observethat pure polished metal surfaces have larger gloss valuesthan automotive paints. Using the Cook-Torrance model,the deviation between real and virtual measurements is inthis case large. We think the large deviation is causedby microfacets slope distribution in Cook-Torrance’s for-mula that is inadequate for polished metals with complexrefractive index. The above examples show that the Cook-Torrance model is not suitable for the simulation of glossin the case of polished metals. Authors in [11] simulatedsurface roughness of polished steel using the Beckmannformula. Their gloss measurement simulation shows thatfor a smooth polished surface this worked well, althoughfor a rougher surface, opposite to our model, their modelbecomes inadequate.
4. Conclusion

We have developed a virtual gonio-spectrophotometerthat performs measurements on the virtual materialsamples represented by the BRDF. The virtual gonio-spectrophotometer consists of a standard light source andthe detector aperture. Parameters of apertures (e.g., po-sition, size) are highly customizable to allow simulations

of devices such as a colorimeter or glossmeter.Our application can evaluate BRDF representation ofreal paint samples using a few measurements by gloss-meter. Glossmeters retrieve too few data for direct re-construction of the BRDF, therefore to obtain BRDF weneed to use a certain analytical reflectance model suchas Cook-Torrance or Ward. We have used our virtualgonio-spectrophotometer to perform standardized glossmeasurements using these analytical representations andevaluated and compared results with real measurements ofreal samples. The methodology of proposed virtual glossmeasurements is described in Section 3.1. As a result wefound out that the Cook-Torrance model is more suitablefor the gloss reflectance modeling of automotive paintsthan Ward model. In the case of polished metals, theCook-Torrance model did not perform well, thus inventionand implementation of a more plausible model would bevaluable. A good candidate for polished metals could bethe Beckmann model [11].In the future, we would like to perform standardized mea-surement of diffuse color. This measurement requires ahemispherical light source over the measured spot of thesample. The detector is situated above the spot and an-gle between surface normal and viewing direction is 8°. Astandard colorimeter retrieves values in CIE La∗b∗ colorrepresentation.
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